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〔エッセイ〕
Contextualizing Funassyi: 
How Features are Selected for Appropriation 
when Cultures Collide
ふなっしーの魅力はどこまでグローバルになれるか
Daniel Papia
 It is doubtful that there are very many people living in Japan today who have not yet 
seen or heard of Funassyi.
 Funassyi, Funabashi city’s unofficial mascot, is a gender-transcendent hyperactive 
yellow blob with big baby eyes, red freckles, and a green sprout growing out of his head in 
place of hair1). He (let us agree to call Funassyi a “he” for simplicity’s sake) is a common 
fixture on Japanese talk and variety shows; he performs for excited crowds at venues all over 
the country; and his face appears on a surprisingly large number of products in neighborhood 
stores—from bath soap to soy sauce to floor cleaners. He’s been on the NHK new year 
Kohaku show twice as of this writing (the mark of a true celebrity), this year he sold out the 
Budokan on two consecutive days, and there are currently five “FunassyiLand” specialty 
stores throughout the country where the most devoted of his fans can (and do) purchase such 
high-end Funassyi home items as Funassyi sofas, Funassyi robotic vacuum cleaners, and 
Funassyi satellite navigation systems.
 By any standard, Funassyi is a bona fide hit in Japan. It is, in fact, arguably because of 
this that his celebrity has seen some degree of international spillover, particularly into other 
nearby Asian countries where Japanese culture is a mainstream staple. Funassyi has 
something of a fan base in Taiwan and South Korea, for example, but less so (relative to 
population size) in Western nations such as France, the US, Germany, and the UK2). Despite 
the significant importing of manga and anime properties by the aforementioned four 
countries, and even after several publicity trips throughout Europe and America and a good 
amount of marketing, it seems (for reasons that will soon be described) that popularity has 
eluded the hyperactive yellow blob in the West and it looks unlikely that this trend will be 
reversed.
 This paper is not solely concerned with Funassyi. It is a consideration (in the larger 
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sense) of how and where cultural appropriation occurs and does not occur vis-à-vis contextual 
environments in different cultures. The Funassyi phenomenon is offered as a case study 
through which to examine the disparate meanings and nuances that a given body of text will 
inevitably have in different parts of the globe.
 Before continuing, let us step back and examine a couple of cases of global cultural 
crossover in which differing frames of reference impacted the interpretations. Both are 
examples of the West meeting (or not quite entirely meeting) Japan.
 In the early 1990s, the American satirist Dave Barry crossed the Pacific to take a 
vacation but then went on to write about his experiences in the humor book Dave Barry Does 
Japan (1993). He recounts being in a KFC restaurant in Beppu and trying to communicate to 
the “polite and diligent” man behind the counter his desire for some ketchup to complement 
his meal. Barry writes:
I used the official United Nations international gesture for “ketchup”, which is to 
pound the bottom of an upside-down imaginary ketchup bottle while saying 
“Ketchup? Ketchup? Ketchup?”
…all the while the store’s music system was playing: There she was just a-walking 
down the street singin’ do-wah diddy diddy dum diddy-do…
…and I wanted to scream, HOW CAN YOU NOT UNDERSTAND…WHEN ALL 
DAY LONG YOU LISTEN TO “DO-WAH DIDDY DIDDY DUM DIDDY DO” ??
 (p. 33)
The readers of this journal will likely be doubly amused by Mr. Barry’s incorrect 
assumptions and the confusion they led to, as the server’s precepts will be abundantly clear. 
Ketchup is not an automatically dispensed fast food condiment in Japan the way that it is in 
the West3), Japanese ketchup bottles are squeezed rather than pounded, the loan word for 
“ketchup” comes out as three full syllables and sounds rather different (particularly when 
the odd customer repeating said word is doing incoherent things with his hands), and 
Japan’s citizenry finds itself perfectly capable of appreciating the melodies of American pop 
classics and enjoying the ambiance they lend to a chicken establishment without necessarily 
understanding their meaning. What Dave Barry had trouble processing in the moment was 
the fact that while the Western fast food menu items and background music had seemingly 
been appropriated intact, they would not carry the same associations in Kyushu that they do 
back home.
 It is a common experience to point to a familiar word on a foreign menu and then 
discover the item’s overseas incarnation to be rather different from that which was expected. 
In instances such as these, we see a stark (and often humorous and story-worthy) 
manifestation of a very simple and basic truth in the science of communication—all content 
is shaped by the contextual frame that a given community has built around it (Duranti & 
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Goodwin, 1992).
 One other example might be useful before returning to how this relates to the Funassyi 
phenomenon. You might have noticed at some point that the “Matrix Digital Rain” (i.e. those 
up-to-down character strings seen in the Matrix movie title sequences, logos, and on the 
posters) is essentially nothing more than backward katakana. Had you come to this 
realization prior to watching the film(s), you may likely have wondered about the relevance 
of the Japanese syllabary and such musings could easily have influenced your preconceptions 
and initial interpretation on viewing. It would have been reasonable to suppose that the film 
was set in some future reality wherein the katakana character set was chosen to facilitate a 
more effective coding of the computer generated façade. Perhaps it would turn out that 
Japan was the dark force behind the matrix. It would only be after a full and complete 
viewing that you might at last realize the Japan connection to be a (mostly unintentional) 
red herring.
 The creators of the Matrix key art were looking for a digital character set that would 
suggest alien manufacture and “otherness”. They were content to simply appropriate and 
reverse strings of katakana characters rather than fabricate an original alpha-numeric 
system because a certain subtle (and hopefully subconscious) association with Japan and the 
East would not have been unwelcome. After all, Japan from the Hollywood perspective was 
often coded as strange and otherworldly, the film was intended to have a certain martial arts 
feel to it, and anime properties such as Ghost in the Shell had inspired the project (Davis, 
2015). But, for the small subset of consumers who might recognize the characters as simply 
mirror-image katakana and inevitably interpret them as familiar rather than alien or edgy, 
the ambitions of the Matrix art team would not be realized.
 Japan has a wide and very developed mascot culture yet most mascots have traditionally 
played by certain rules. Japanese mascots have, almost by definition, tended to be cute and 
family friendly. Most of them do not speak (and the ones that do certainly are not very 
opinionated). They smile and wave and win favor through virtue of their cheerful cuteness 
(Brasor, 2014). The character from the Pokemon series that heroes adopted as their mascot 
and brought with them on their adventures was Pikachu, a cuddly cub bear-type monster 
who only spoke to say his own name in an overly cute voice. Pikachu went on to become the 
official mascot for the 2014 summer’s World Cup in Brazil (Villapaz, 2014). Meanwhile, 
Japan’s top yuru kyara, prior to being unseated by Funassyi, was the Kumamoto city mascot, 
Kumamon, a happy black bear with red rosy cheeks who does not speak but is always 
gregariously onboard with all sorts of official campaigns and public projects (he was, of 
course, designed by civil servants, and the one new wrinkle that helped Kumamon to get 
ahead was their original scheme for free licensing)(Fujii, 2013).
 Funassyi, by contrast, has a strong subversive streak. Rather than smile and wave and 
nod obsequiously to whatever his presenter is telling the crowd, Funassyi is more likely to 
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contradict, to break away from his handlers and begin interacting with the audience, to 
scream and jump and run around while squishing up his own face into odd contortions. In 
brief, Funassyi’s trademark, and the source of his appeal, is that he does the unexpected. He 
is a wild and rebellious mascot (so much so that the city of Funabashi, for which the 
character was intentionally designed, refused to accept Funassyi as its official mascot, even 
though Funassyi already had a large following and a hit record when he made his appeal). It 
hardly seems an overstatement to suggest that Funassyi is the antithesis of what mascots 
are supposed to be in Japan. Funassyi has become a hit because Funassyi is an anti-mascot. 
While representatives of Funabashi city took pains to make it known that they appreciate 
what Funassyi the yuru kyara is doing and are supportive of his activities, they could not 
adopt him as the official city mascot no doubt because most of Funassyi’s humor comes from 
the fact that he is essentially a parody of the Japanese institution of mascoting (Vincent, 
2015).
 The difference between what mascots are in the West and what they are in Japan is 
subtle, yet significant. Sports teams such as baseball clubs in the US and soccer (football) 
clubs in Europe have mascots that at first glance seem cut from the same cloth. But on closer 
observation one is likely to notice that Western mascots already have more of a subversive 
tendency as part of their general make up (Van Riper, 2013). The mascots come out between 
periods or innings largely for comic relief and, in their role as halftime comedians, they go 
places that their Japanese counterparts would (traditionally) be less likely to. A mascot in 
the West might steal a ball from two players warming up, or a hotdog from a snack vendor, 
or a kiss from a cheerleader. A mascot in the West might get into a mock argument with a 
referee or umpire. Mascots in the West might engage in all manner of unacceptable behavior 
for their job is to play the clown, not the role model.
 Meanwhile, it is hard to imagine smiley yes-man characters like Kasab (the happy acorn 
mascot of Kasamatsu Park) and Kishu-kun (the always grinning dog, reminiscent of Goofy, 
who serves as the Wakayama police mascot) being taken seriously at any event in the West 
that was not specifically geared to very young children. There would have been a time, of 
course, when consumers in Europe and the US loved Mickey Mouse simply because he was 
sweet. But sensibilities in the West have arguably changed. Funassyi has made publicity 
trips to the UK, to France, and to the US, and those that he interacted with seemed to 
appreciate his unique personality. But in the West, Funassyi is less a rebel because the 
Japanese mascot culture that he is a send up of does not travel with him.
 The American animated series The Simpsons, when it was first released in December of 
1989, stands as a good example of a satirical and rebellious send up that shook traditions in 
the US while having little impact in Japan where the context for animation was different. 
The show was an instant success in the West, with Simpsons content and merchandise also 
being promoted heavily in bubble-era Japan. In fact, when an animated version of Chibi 
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Maruko-chan was released the following month on Fuji Television and created waves of its 
own, many commented on the similarity of the two phenomena and even called Chibi 
Maruko the “Simpsons of Japan”. The comparison, however, had little to do with the 
thematic components of the two shows.
 While the writing would improve over the years and The Simpsons would mellow tonally 
so that eventually the family depicted would come to represent a typical American 
homestead, in the beginning the Simpsons were five crass and clueless misfits, a horror-show 
family. This was their initial appeal—they were the family from hell, an anti-family.
 The animated sitcom had grown out of an alternative comic strip created by cartoonist 
Matt Groenig that was meant to depict a dysfunctional family and had then been turned into 
a series of edgy animated shorts. In one of these shorts, the family visits a psychiatrist for 
counseling and the boy eats the entire bowl of breath mints on the psychiatrist’s table and 
vomits a white goop back into the dish and then the father proceeds to strangle the boy. By 
the time they leave, the psychiatrist is also crazy. 
 The form itself contributed to the ironic appeal of these ugly anti-heroes. Prior to this 
time, animated narratives in the West tended to be wholesome, traditional, and family-
oriented. An animated cartoon carried with it the nuances of Walt Disney classics and 
Charlie Brown holiday specials and Winnie the Pooh. But here the wholesome and the 
traditional had been sardonically replaced by the vulgar. Initially, The Simpsons was, for the 
West and for the time, a sort of post-modern cartoon that had not been seen before on 
mainstream television. Had The Simpsons been a Japanese property it would likely not have 
had quite the same effect, for even in 1989 Japanese animation tended to skew older and 
while there were popular children’s cartoons in Japan there were also popular animated 
narratives aimed at high school-aged audiences and above. (To be sure, Japanese audiences 
didn’t quite “get” The Simpsons the way that American audiences did and the show’s 
popularity on this side of the Pacific was short-lived.)
 After a few years, of course, the shock value of The Simpsons grew old and other 
properties came along that could challenge the “family friendly” associations that animated 
programming still held in an even more savage way. The advent of the cable network 
Comedy Central, for example, with laxer guidelines for language and subject matter would 
spawn the postmodern cutout animation series South Park in 1997, which depicted a cast of 
cute wide-eyed third graders who would talk about adult subjects and swear like sailors. By 
this time, however, The Simpsons had evolved into broader social satire and its popularity 
was no longer dependent on the inappropriateness of its title characters.
 In a certain sense, humorous animated programs like The Simpsons, South Park, MTV’s 
Beavis and Butthead, and the often gratuitously perverse and macabre Family Guy all 
emerged as parodies of western animated cartoons themselves (as well as of various 
narrative traditions in sitcoms and films). They are anti-cartoons, anti-sitcoms, anti-
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narratives, and the more one understands the subtext, the more one “gets” the humor 
(Ortved, 2007).
 By the same token, Funassyi is Japan’s new anti-mascot. Japan has never really seen a 
mainstream mascot as hyperactive and unpredictable as Funassyi. Funassyi screams, he 
jumps around, he makes wisecracks, he does the unexpected and often contradicts and 
surprises his presenters. He is the antithesis of what one expects a yuru kyara to be, and 
therefore functions essentially as a parody of the entire mascot character phenomenon.
 It is worth noting that one of Funassyi’s trademark moves that always gets big laughs—
the way he squeezes the slack out of his costume with both hands and squishes his own face 
inward—is nothing short of the temporary disfiguring of the yuru kyara countenance for the 
audience’s amusement. Meanwhile, one of the most popular Funassyi videos on YouTube 
features the character running left and right through an open field as bombs explode on 
either side, a postmodern transplanting of the yuru kyara persona into a gritty action 
adventure film. In fact, many of Funassyi’s TV specials will include segments of the poor 
yuru kyara enduring some kind of rough physical challenge (being dragged by a jet ski, 
airlifted on a rope by a helicopter, etc.) with the bit played for slapstick.
  As already noted, his public appearances betray expectations in much the opposite way, 
with the mascot not cooperating with the rest of the show but seeming to go against the 
grain.
 In a 2014 article, the Atlantic Monthly suggested that Japan was outgrowing “kawaii” in 
favor of “kimo-kawaii”, presenting Funassyi as an example of the latter (St. Michel, 2014). 
However, there’s little about Funassyi that’s dark or grotesque, and this piece seems just 
another example of the West misunderstanding the nature of Funassyi’s appeal. Also in 
2014, Funassyi went to the Japan Expo in Paris, an event teeming with cosplay fanatics and 
animation freaks, and he found himself largely overlooked with attendants more eager to 
line up for signatures of artists who produced racy underground comics than to meet the 
yellow blob. In March of 2015, Funassyi appeared as a guest of the Foreign Correspondents 
Club in Japan, for a press event which would boast the most attendants ever at a FCCJ 
conference, and yet the (mostly Western) members of the press did not seem to “get” 
Funassyi, with the moderator suggesting that Funassyi epitomized the popularity of 
Japanese characters, one reporter unbuttoning his shirt in the course of asking a question to 
reveal a Superman logo underneath, and another reporter being first up to ask a silly 
question then running to the back of the line with a childish grin on his face so he could ask 
one more (Jackman, 2015). (When Funassyi does similar events with the Japanese press, by 
contrast, they work because the journalists play the straight men and Funassyi defies 
expectations with jokes.)
 There is a popular brand of meme on the internet that features a strange, unlikely, or 
silly picture of something Japanese, usually with a caption like “Oh, Japan!” or “Only in 
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Japan.” The photo might be of celebrities talked into wearing stockings over their face for 
comedy on some variety show, or of a product that sounds strange by Western standards 
such as “Nigga Chocolate Pudding”, or of a giant inflatable duck tourist attraction in a 
harbor somewhere, or of an unlikely collection of cosplay fanatics (perhaps at a bus stop on 
their way home side by side with day workers in normal attire). The memes are funny, in 
part, because no explanation for the bizarre scene depicted is given, apart from the fact that 
it is happening in Japan (“Jolt24”, n.d.). The implication is that Japan is a very strange 
place.
 Strange, of course, is a relative term. There are lots of things that happen in the West 
that would appear very strange to an outside observer who did not understand. (When the 
context is appreciated it will not seem quite as strange.)
 Relative to the pieces of Japanese culture that tend to be picked up in the West (often 
precisely because they are strange…or racy…or bizarre), Funassyi is, as counterintuitive as 
it may seem from the Japanese perspective, tame and normal. Funassyi is a parody of 
something that the West does not have.
Notes
 1) Funassyi has managed to popularize this non-standard spelling of his name. The more common 
romanization of the Japanese ふなっしー would be “Funasshii”.
 2) These are four countries which have traditionally been the largest consumers of Japanese manga 
and anime product in the west. See: Wendy Siuyi Wong, The Presence of Manga in Europe and 
North America, Media Digest, Jul 2007.
 3) And particularly not in the early 1990s.
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